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ABSTRACT 

QNS MEASUREMENT OF TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL 
WATER MOTION IN POLYOX-WATER GELS AND 

HYDRATED ARTEMIA CYSTS 

by 

DOUGLAS B. HEIDORN 

Quasielastic Neutron Scattering is a useful technique for obtaining 

information about the self-diffusion of water molecules in heterogeneous 

systems. Quasielastic neutron spectra have been obtained for hydrated brine 

shrimp (Artemia) cysts (1.2 g water/g solid) and water-polyox (1.67 g/g and 

4 g/g) and deuterium-polyox (4 g/g) gels as a function of momentum transfer, 

Q. A triple axis spectrometer at the Oak Ridge research reactor, HFIR, was 

used to measure linewidths in the range 0.033-0.1 THz at Q-values ranging 

. « -1 from .5 to 1.9 A . 

A jump-diffusion model was used to describe the translational motion of 

the water molecules in both the brine shrimp and the polyox systems. The 

fitting routine employs Marquardt's algorithm which minimizes chi-squared in 

parameter space and determines parameters such as the Lorentzian linewidth 

as a function of Q . 

Results for the brine shrimp indicate that translational as well as 

rotational motion contributes to the linewidth. The measured linewidth is 



.0329 THz at Q=0.5 Â”*, which is about twice the linewidth for pure water 

at the same O-value. Data for the 20% ployox in DgO mixture shows a 

large Lorentzian component. The magnitude of this component introduces 

large errors in the measurement of the motion of the water molecules in the 

water-polyox gels, due to the subtraction method used to determine the 

water spectra. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Water, because of its biological and practical importance, has been the 

subject of intensive investigation. However, its fundamental structure and 

dynamics at the molecular level are still not well-understood. The properties 

of water in biological and other heterogeneous systems is even more complex 

due to the presence of macromolecular structures and biopolymers. These 

structures act as barriers and constrain diffusive water motion. In addition, 

they can alter the structure of the surrounding water. 

The study of the properties of water in living systems requires a 

careful choice of experimental method. An experiment must be chosen such 

that neither the probe nor the duration affects the viability of the sample. 

Artemia (1) (brine shrimp) cysts, because of their unique physiological 

properties, are able to remain viable for long periods and are therefore 

suitable for many studies. The cysts are roughly 0.2 millimeters in diameter 

and consist of an inner mass of approximately 5000 cells surrounded by a 

protective spherical shell. The shrimp possess the ability to remain viable 

when the water content is varied over a wide range. 

The complexity of the brine shrimp makes it desirable to study some 
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simpler systems which can be well-characterized so that suitable comparisons 

can be made. The systems we have chosen are pure water and a mixture of 

poly(ethylene oxide) in deionized distilled water. We chose these systems so 

that comparisons could be made with water unaffected by cytoplasm and also 

with water in a heterogeneous system in which membrane structures are 

absent. 

Various methods have been employed for the study of water motion in 

biological systems. A common technique is that of pulsed NMR. A 

shortcoming of the NMR method is that even the best pulse methods yield 

measurements of the diffusion coefficients that are averaged over a 

measuring distance on the order of one micron (2). This is a macroscopic 

distance on the order of the size of a cell. A diffusing water molecule will 

encounter many barriers and obstructions during the measurement time 

interval, so that the measured quantities are averaged over the cell volume. 

Quasielastic Neutron Scattering (QNS) is a probe which gives 

information on the diffusive properties on a distance scale of a few 

angstroms (3). Greater detail of the microscopic diffusion mechanism can be 

determined from the quasielastie data than from NMR measurements. 

This thesis will examine some aspects of neutron scattering theory and 

present some models for water which will be used to interpret the brine 

shrimp cysts and polyox data. 



EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

H FIR 

All experiments were done at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at 

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The HFIR is a water-cooled and 

water-moderated high flux research reactor. Although the primary function 

of the reactor is the production of plutonium isotopes for research purposes, 

its high neutron flux (~ 10 neutrons/cm -sec at a radial distance of 30 cm. 

from the core center) provides an excellent neutron source for scattering 

experiments (4). High neutron flux is desirable in order that high resolution 

studies of QNS spectra can be conducted in a relatively short time (<5 

days). 

Neutron beam tubes conduct neutrons through the beryllium shield that 

surrounds the reactor core. The radial tube at spectrometer HB-2 provides 

the highest neutron flux, and this was used for our experiments. 

3 
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TRIPLE AXIS SPECTROMETER 

HB-2 is a triple axis spectrometer (Fig. 1) with variable incident 

energy. The neutron intensity at a particular energy is determined by the 

moderator temperature, the mosaic and angular orientation of the 

monochrometer crystal, and the collimation. Neutrons emerge from the 

moderator with a Maxwellian distribution of velocities, and we select a 

specific neutron velocity (energy) by Bragg reflection from the 

monochrometer crystal. The Bragg condition is satisfied if |Gi=2| k|sine 

where 2 is a reciprocal lattice vector, k is the incident neutron wave 

vector, and 26 is the angle through which the neutron is Bragg reflected. 

Higher order reflections will occur when n|Gl=2lklsinô (where n is some 

integer) since nG is also a reciprocal lattice vector. These reflections at 

higher lk( can be eliminated if a poly crystalline Bérillium filter is placed in 

the reflected beam. The crystal will Bragg reflect neutrons below a certain 

wavelength ( A < 2d , where d is the distance between adjacent atomic 

planes perpendicular to the C-axis) but long-wavelength neutrons will pass 

through the crystal unaffected. 

Collimators are placed in the beam before and after the sample to 

improve the energy resolution. They are constructed of parallel thin 

stainless steel strips coated with cadmium, a good neutron absorber. 

Adjacent strips are spaced so that the full width at half maximum of the 

collimated beam is twenty minutes of arc. 

An analyzer crystal made of pyrolytic graphite allows one to select the 
3 

energy of the scattered neutrons, which are detected by a He detector. 

The data are collected by a PDP-11 computer which also controls the 
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Figure 1 
HB-2 Spectrometer 
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spectrometer. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Polyethylene oxide) (5), or polyox, is a polymer chain of structural 

sub-units (CHgCHgO)^ Polyox is commercially available in a wide range of 

molecular weights; for our experiment a sample designated as wWSR-205n, 

which has a molecular weight range of 450,000 to 750,000, was obtained 

from Dr. G. N. Ling of The University of Pennsylvania Medical School. 

Ployox was chosen as our model system for a number of reasons. It is 

infinitely water soluble, which enables one to make homogeneous mixtures of 

high concentrations in water. Macroseopically homogeneous mixtures of 

35.83% and 54.72% polyox (by weight) in water were obtained from Dr. Ling 

and remained in solution indefinitely. 

Polyox is also readily miscible in DgO, or heavy water. Since deuterium 

has a low incoherent cross section relative to 1H, - 2.01 bams for deuterium 

as compared to 79.74 bams for protons - nearly all of the scattering from 

polyox-DjO gels will be from polyox hydrogens. Thus, we can subtract the 

scattering spectra of these gels from the HgO-polyox spectra to give a peak 

whose parameters are dependent only on the water hydrogens. 

Also, polyox hydrogens will not exchange with the deuterium in solution 

because the hydrogens are covalently bonded to neighboring carbon atoms. 

An exchange of deuterium with the bound hydrogens would result in free 
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hydrogens in solution which would contribute to the free water, or 

Lorentzian, component of the quasielastic peak. The bound water, or 

Gaussian, component would be reduced commensurately and would not be 

representative of the entire bound hydrogen scattering. 

Several concentrations of polyox-water and polyox-D20 mixtures were 

made. A solution of 20% polyox (by weight) in water was mixed as well as 

a solution of 18.35% polyox in DgO. These percentages yield the same 

number density of polyox molecules in the two mixtures. Solutions of 

35.83% polyox in water and 33.43% polyox in DgO were also mixed - the 

former to simulate the water-to-solid mass ratio of hydrated brine shrimp 

(1.2 g liquid/ g solid) and the later for subtraction purposes. Unfortunately, 

there was insufficient time to obtain the neutron spectra for the 33.43% 

polyox-DjO solution, so that subtraction data for the 35.83% polyox in water 

had to be extrapolated from previoius work done by Dr. E. C. Trantham with 

18.35% polyox in DjO (6). 

The mixtures were made according to a procedure recommended by 

Ling. The appropriate amounts of polyox were horizontally layered in an 

airtight container. The jars were then placed in cold storage on a shaker 

that moved circularly in a horizontal plane. Since polyox exhibits an inverse 

solubility-temperature relationship, low ambient temperature ( ~ 4*C) 

facilitates thorough mixing and also prevents bacterial growth. 

The brine shrimp cyst samples were prepared by Dr. James S. Clegg of 

the University of Miami. The cysts were immersed in a 0.1 molar solution 

of NaCl to allow the appropriate amount of water to be adsorbed through 

osmotic equilibrium (1.2 g water/ g solid). After soaking for a few days the 

cysts were removed and washed for 15-20 seconds with distilled water to 
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remove any salt clinging to the outside of the cysts. The cysts were then 

rolled lightly on filter paper to remove any excess rinsing water and were 

quickly placed in airtight containers to avoid further dessication. Two 

sample chambers were loaded with the hydrated cysts, one to be placed in 

the beam and one to be used as a control. The control served as a standard 

against which viability and hydration comparisons could be made. A 

hydration of 1.26 + 0.02 grams of liquid per gram of solid was obtained for 

the cysts prior to the experiment. Measurements on the sample after the 

experiment gave a viability of 85 + 5% and a hydration of 1.21 ± 0.02 g/g 

indicating a 4% water loss. 

SAMPLE CHAMBERS 

The sample chambers were designed and made by Trantham. Figure 2 

shows the dimensions of the chambers. They are made of aluminum as are 

the nuts and screws used to seal them. Aluminum was chosen because of its 

low total cross section for neutrons (1.51 bams for ^7A1). In addition, 

aluminum is easy to work and sample chambers could be made or modified in 

a relatively short period of time. 

In order to minimize evaporative water loss, the screws were closely 

spaced and a gasket of .02 inch indium wire was used to seal the chambers. 

Indium has a low scattering cross section for neutrons (^=2.2 bams for 49In) 

and it is very soft and makes an excellent seal ( .4% water loss per day for 
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Figure 2 
Polyox and Brine Shrimp sample chambers 
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all samples). 

The sample chamber is mounted on an aluminum holder with its plane 

perpendicular to the beam. As the detector is rotated by an angle 20, 

corresponding to different Q-values, the sample rotates by an angle © to 

keep the path length for neutrons nearly the same for all O's. 



THEORY 

THE SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS FROM NUCLEI 

The basic properties of the neutron are listed below: 

mass = 1.675 x 10~27 kg 

charge = 0 

spin = 1/2 

magnetic moment = -1.913 /*n 

The mass of the neutron is such that the deBroglie wavelength of a 

thermal neutron is on the order of interatomic spacings making it sensitive 

to structure and events covering such distances. From the 

energy-wavenumber relationship, tiw=h2k2/2m, it follows that thermal neutrons 

can show measurable shifts in both momentum and energy upon scattering 

from nuclei in a liquid. Measurement of these quantities in the form of the 

scattering law, S(Q^>), enables one to determine the self-diffusion properties 

of liquids. 

Since the neutron possesses no electric charge it can penetrate the 

electron cloud of the atom. Thus, neutrons can come close to the nuclei 

11 
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and are scattered by nuclear forces which can, for certain nuclides such as 

hydrogen, produce large scattering. 

The energy spectrum of the scattered neutrons has contributions from 

several sources. There is an inelastic part which arises from "phonon-like** 

vibrational modes of the water "lattice". This contribution is not needed for 

determining slow diffusive molecular motion, so it is subtracted as part of 

the background. The resulting spectrum has a sharp peak near zero energy 

transfer which corresponds to processes in which neutrons scatter nearly 

elastically. Neutrons which encounter moving water molecules can either 

gain or lose energy depending on their relative motion. This energy 

exchange leads to a broadening of the elastic line, and the line is therefore 

referred to as "quasielastic". Both rotational and translational motion of the 

water molecules will contribute to the quasielastic broadening. 

In a typical neutron scattering experiment, a beam of monoenergetic 

neutrons strikes a sample, and the number of neutrons scattered through a 

particular angle with a particular energy is measured. The experimentally 

measured quantity is the partial differential cross section, dV(E.,E,,0)/dndE,, 

which describes the probability that an incident neutron of energy E0 will be 

scattered at an angle Ô into a solid angle do. with a final energy in the 

energy range Ej to Ej+dEj. In order to interpret scattering data correctly, 

one must know the functional form of the scattering law, S(0,i^), which is 

related to the partial differential cross section. In the following, an 

expression is derived for S(Q,w) and for the relationship between S(Q,w) and 

dV/dûdE,. 
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FERMI'S GOLDEN RULE AND PSEUDO POTENTIALS 

The Hamiltonian of the system is: 

H»Ho+ V + r/»w (1) 

where HQ is the energy of the scattering system, V is the interaction 

kinetic energy of the incident neutron. Denoting the initial and final neutron 

wavevectors by kg and kj and the initial and final energies of the scattering 

system by E. and Ef, respectively, the transition probability per unit time 

from the initial to final state is: 

where A, is the density of momentum states in dû for neutrons with 

wavevector kj and fiw=E1-Eg is the change in energy of the neutron. 

Equation (2) is a fundamental result of quantum mechanics known as Fermi's 

Golden Rule (7). 

In order to normalize the neutron wavefunctions and calculate 

one imagines the neutron and scatterers to be contained in a large box of 

volume V (=L^). The normalized incident and scattered neutron 

wavefunctions are 1/TTV expOk^r) and l/Vv expOk^r), respectively. The 

neutron momentum density, may be calculated by considering the periodic 

boundary conditions of the neutron wavefunction. This restricts values of k 

to be: 

o 
potential between the neutron and the system nuclei, and p /2m is the 

(2) 

ukcrc, n* a»d 1 = ^,1 (3) 
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Therefore, the number of allowed k-values per unit volume of k-space is 

L3/(2T0
3 

The final energy of the neutron is; 

ET, = «> 

and 

(5) 

The momentum density per energy interval, p„tdEj, can be calculated from 

geometrical considerations and is: 

p»?, AE| = ASL k, A 

Equations (5) and (6) give: 

- uVs rt3 « 

Substituting this result into the expression for the transition probability gives; 

The equation for the partial differential cross section is: 

numb**- e-f 5w~f~t■**'•**# [>*r joiief 

fitfr tH-te-v'y’M.l f/uX 

, . (9) 
-=r -TQ $ 4SL ei^£4 « 

The flux of the incident neutrons is §> =l/LJ(f»kQ/m). Using equations (8) 

and (9), the differential cross section can be written as: 

fT<r _ 

jade, 

42C ( WL* \z S- 
JUJIE, = UirW n. 

|<ETf, h,\V\E:i, k*>r h(C0-€r^w) (10) 
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Although the neutron interaction is a strong force, the exact nature of 

the interaction potential, V, is not known (8). The range of the force is 

about 10“14m as compared to the wavelength of a thermal neutron which is 

of the order of 10”*®m. The scattering potential can therefore be 

approximated by a delta potential 

w,_ 2ft*1/ q-Str-rO V (r -r;) = 'm * (ID 

where f is the position of the neutron and r. and aj are the position and 

scattering amplitude of the target nucleus, respectively. V(r-fj) is called the 

Fermi pseudo potential (9). 

Because the range of the Fermi potential is zero, the scattered neutron 

wavefunction can be represented by a plane wave, ^(r)=l/L3^exp(ik^r). 

The differential cross section can be written as: 

dSljB, ko 1
 j'i 

= d(12) 
ko J 

.pjk, 

where Q=kj- kg is called the scattering wavevector. 

COHERENT AND INCOHERENT SCATTERING LAWS 

Even in system composed of a single element, the scattering length, aj, 

can vary from one nucleus to another due to nuclear spin or isotope 

variation or both (9). Assuming there is a random distribution of scattering 
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lengths among the atomic sites, equation (12) may be written as: 

A*<r 
(\SL<fcx 

where <a.8j> is averaged over all sites in the system. The average <a.a.> 

can be written: 

<ai4)> = <«>2 + Sq t<*x>-<«>2) (14) 

so that 

<4^i>2 <A>2 <«&)>= <a*> L=i (15) 

Thus, equation (13) can be written: 

<*x<r „JJ, Uaf 2; <Ei I e'i5 I e(> <Ef I e‘ l Ei> 

= ^-WÈ^Ie-^lEfXE^e^lE^ (16) 

( <Aa> - <*)*) 2, ^ l IE f>^£f ^ \ ETi^ 5 (Ei-Ef-Kw) 

S.n<J contains only terms i=j and is the contribution to the scattering law 

which behaves as if each nucleus were an isolated scatterer; Sco^ is the 

contribution which represents scattering from different nuclei and gives rise 

to interference effects (A more detailed derivation of the coherent and 

incoherent scattering laws is given in Appendix C). Table 1 lists the 

coherent and incoherent cross sections for some selected nuclei. 

= TT êÈ. I e^lE.XE, le's ?I'Eri> Scerrf-fc«) (13) 
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TABLE 1 (10) 

COHERENT AND INCOHERENT CROSS SECTIONS IN BARNS 

ELEMENT COHERENT INCOHERENT 

1 H 1.76 79.74 

2 H 5.59 2.01 

4 Be 7.53 0. 
12 C 5.56 0. 
14 N 11.10 0.3 

16 O 4.23 0. 
27 A1 1.54 0. 
51 y 0.00 5.1 

VAN HOVE THEORY 

The scattering law could be calculated if the eigenfunctions of the 

sample were known. However, present thoery is unable to describe the 

complicated motion of liquids. To overcome this, Van Hove (11) developed 

an alternative method for calculating the differential cross section by 

representing the scattering law as a time and position Fourier transform of 

the generalized distribution function, G(r,t). The distribution function can be 

separated into a self-part and a distinct-part: 
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6(f,t) - Cr5C?,-lr) * &dCn-c) (17) 

from wich one obtains the incoherent and coherent scattering laws: 

(18) 

The distinct-part, G^(r,t), is the ensemble averaged probability of finding a 

particle in a volume element at r at time t when, for an earlier time t=0, 

there was another particle at r=0. The self-part, G (r,t), is the probability 

of finding a particle at ? at time t which was at r=0 at t=0. 

In water, nearly all the scattering of neutrons is due to hydrogen nuclei 

for which incoherent scattering dominates. For incoherent scattering, G (r,t) 

is the quantity of interest. One functional form of G _Cr,t) which 

well-represents the scattering due to the diffusive motion in liquids was 

developed by Vineyard (12) and is called the Gaussian approximation. In this 

theory 

gives correct results for Brownian motion in an ideal gas, for oscillatory 

motions in a crystal, and for liquid diffusion at large times (8). 

GiOVfc)- Wtre*p{-r*/4jrttü} (19) 

t 2 
where #(t)=l/6 f r G_(r,t)dr is called the width function. The Gaussian form 

S 
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JUMP DIFFUSION IN WATER 

The' Gaussian approximation does not adequately describe the diffusive 

-12 motion of water, particularly for times on the order of 10 sec. The 

diffusive motion of water molecules is best-described by a Chudley-Elliot 

njump diffusion” model (8). In this model it is assumed that a molecule is 

"trapped” in a quasi-equilibrium position by surrounding molecules. The 

molecule performs many oscillations and, after a time T,», jumps to another 

site and the process is repeated. Also, it is assumed that T0 is much 

greater than the time between jumps so that the jumps are uncorrelated. 

This behavior can be described by a rate equation 

2)6r5(ryt) _ JL^ (6rsCr+^,t:) - GaOH)) 
—r— * trv ^ ~ izuj dt n T To 

where n is the number of possible jumping sites. Equation (20) may be 

spatially Fourier transformed to yield: 

èT{Qt±) 
“0 UC (21) 

where I(£$,t)= G (r,t) exp(i0«?) dr is the intermediate scattering function. 

Performing a time Fourier transform on I(<$,t) and taking the physically 

meaningful real part gives for the scattering law: 

sSfe) <22> 

where f(0)=-l/nT^exp((~iQ‘jt) - D* Equation (22) is the functional form of a 

Lorentzian curve with a Mnewidth (FWHM) of 2hf(Q) centered about =0. 

In order to determine a workable form for f(Q) it is assumed that the 

vectors 1 are oriented in random directions and the jump lengths are 
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statistically distributed as 1 exp(-l/<l>) (8). Averaging f(Q) over all angles 

and changing the sum to an integral gives: 

CO - 
f (Q) = r„ | t £-<*/<*»M 

Jo 

Performing the integration, the weighted average f(0) is: 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

The expectation value of r is: 

jer^/<t>y Â£ 

9 
and the self-diffusion coefficient is given by D=<lv/6T« so that f(Q) may be 

written: 

•f (a) = * l) (26) 

In the limit of small Q, the half-width reduces to the Brownian motion 

value of 2fiDQ , as expected. Equation (26) also shows that in the limit of 

large Q, the half-width of the scattering law is given by 2fi/Q Thus, a plot 

of the linewidth, f, versus Q should, if the jump-diffusion model is correct, 

be a curve that passes through the origin, follows the linear relation r=2fiDQ 

at low Q, and asymptotically approaches a value of 2h/r* for at large Q (see 

fig. 4 for free water plot). 

This model describes the linewidth of free water and of the 20% polyox 
9 

in water solution rather well, but it does not explain T(0 ) for the partially 

hydrated brine shrimp or the 36% polyox-water solution. This departure from 

the jump diffusion model is particularly noticable at low Q’s (fig. 8) and can 

be attributed to the rotational motion of the water molecules, as will be 
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illustrated below. 

For small Q-values, HQ*) for water linearly approaches zero. Such 

behavior is expected for monotomic liquids but not necessarily for molecular 

liquids (whose constituents have a non-zero moment of inertia) due to 

rotational effects. Springer suggests that the apparent absence of line 

broadening in water may be due to rotational motions that are so slow that 

the molecule performs several trasnslational steps before it rotates. NMR 

measurements indicate that the time interval during which molecular 

—12 orientation persists (3, 8 x 10 sec) is several times larger than the 

residence time, T, (13,14). 

However, this is not the case for the hydrated Artermia cysts. The 

width of the quasielastic peak for low Q-values is greater than that 

predicted by the jump diffusion model, and the additional portion can be 

accounted for by rotational diffusion. NMR measurements of 

Dr. J. E. Tanner on cysts hydrated at 1.2 g liquid/g solid show that the 

translational diffusion coefficient is reduced by a factor of 7, one-half of 

which is due to barriers, giving a reduction of 3.5 for the "local" diffusion 

coefficient (15). This suggests an increased residence time between diffusive 

jumps, making it comparable to the rotational orientation time. Thus, the 

rotational contribution to the linewidth will be of the same order as the 

translational part. 
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ROTATIONAL WATER DIFFUSION 

A general treatment of rotating molecules has been worked out by 

Sears (16) which can be applied to various models for rotational motion. A 

basic assumption which simplifies the mathematics of the derivation is that 

the statistical correlations between the rotational and translational motion of 

the molecules and the rotational motion of different molecules can be 

neglected. This assumption may not be valid for water, since the hydrogen 

bonds which form between molecules could produce correlations between 

translational and rotational diffusive motion. However, there currently exists 

no complete description of water motion, so this assumption is made and the 

convoluted translational-rotational scattering law that follows gives results 

that agree well with our data. 

The first step in the derivation of the scattering law for rotating water 

molecules is to consider the intemediate scattering function, 

I (Q,t)= <exp(iQ-(r(t)-r(0)))>, where <...> denotes the thermal average and r(t) 

denotes the position of a proton at time t. The position vector, r(t), may be 

written as the sum of the position of the center of mass of the molecule, 

R(t), and the position of the proton relative to the center of mass, d(t), so 

that 

ret) = fit) + 2c*) (27) 

From the assumption that translational and rotational motions are 

uncorrelated I (Q,t) may be written as the product of a translational and 

rotational part which may be averaged independently, i.e., 



I(Q.-t) * <exp{lQ.(RCtt-RCo»}>< e*ï> {wK&rt > 23 

-XtC5iOi;(8,*> (28) 

The rotational intermediate scattering function, Ip(Q,t), is determined by a 

distribution function, G(û«,£,t-t?), which is the rotational analogue of the van 

Hove correlation function. G(nCfÜ,t-t') is the probability of finding a 

molecule in a solid angle element dû centered at Si at a time t which was 

earlier positioned at JQ<> at time t’. Ip(0,t) may then be written: 

I. (Q,t) = = ij |[eiâ-cî«v^o «9) 

In order to determine the explicit form of Ip(?J,t) a second assumption must 

be made that the molecule is in its ground vibrational state and is not 

excited during the scattering process. This means that the bond length is 

fixed, i.e., d(t)=d(0). Noting this, the exponential exp(iQ*(d(t)-dÎ0))) can be 

expanded as a double series of spherical harmonics and, using the addition 

theorem, may be written as: 

y e« ££ 4ir y L$d) 
^ X Tr J J (30) 

• /4tf SG y,*tô»0) Y, àsi 
(A more detailed derivation is given in Appendix A). Using the orthogonality 

condition for Legendre polynomials, one obtains for the intermediate 

scattering function: 

I+(31) 

where FJl(t)=(21+l)^Iÿcos (t))*I*(cos (0))> and F^(t)=l. Taking the time Fourier 

transform of equation (31) gives for the rotational scattering law: 

$rCQ>#) - sjïCGtd) 4 £, (2Ê4 O jllQd) 

1^ Ov) = J*°F^C-t) d-b 
o 

yj (32) 
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In order to determine the scattering function, one must deduce a form for 

the rotational diffusion function, FA (t). 

One can determine a form for Fi(t) by choosing a particular rotation 

model. One model used by many experimenters is the simple diffusion model 

(16) in which a particle, starting at an angular orientation at time t=0, 

executes small diffusive rotational steps until, at some time il» later, the 

molecule has lost memory of earlier rotations. The rotational steps are 

random angular displacements and represent the rotational analogue of 

Brownian motion. 

An angular diffusion equation can be derived using parallels to Fick's 

law and the continuity equation for translational motion. (Mathematical 

details are given in Appendix A). The diffusion equation for simple 

(Brownian) rotational diffusion is: 

dGCfl.-O _ T, à'ùCBjt) 
à* ~ r 3-n-1 <33) 

where D =<0?>/6X is the rotational diffusion constant and Qr is a diffusive r 

step. Writing G(&,t) as a product of two functions, -ft(-û)‘F(t), equation (33) 

gives: 

H.CSL) — Dr ft-*-) A.n..£l CH") (34) 

where Aa is the angular Laplacian. Separating variables with the 

separation constant of -1(1+1), one obtains for the rotational relaxation 

functions FA(t): 

(35) 

Taking the time Fourier transform, the scattering law, equation (32), 
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becomes: 

■* ^ C2«-n).jfcu0 
m-+(\Pr 
^♦cea+ruv)1- 

• ÿw> S«> «3ÿtoO ^ + H'1 <36) 

Assuming that the translational and rotational motions are uncorrelated, 

the total scattering law may be written as a convolution of the rotational 

and translational laws, Le., 

sS-fcCCjjW-W) (37) 

The resulting scattering law is: 

5T(8>*W 
J_ yc<tib Ht 
2-ttK !>* + 

(ryrU 
W*-+ (0^ 

where P.=4D . • r 

(38) 



MODELS AND FITTING FUNCTIONS 

TWO-COMPONENT MODEL FOR WATER 

Current research suggests that there exist two or more fractions of 

water in heterogeneous systems such as hydrated Artemia cysts or 

water-polyox solutions (17). In the simplest model, there are two fractions 

of water which give two contributions to the scattering law. One 

contribution corresponds to ttfree" water which has a spectrum similar to 

pure water. For this fraction the scattering law, equation (22), and the 

width function, equation (26), derived for pure water apply. Since this 

fraction may still be affected by the presence of the cellular biopolymers, 

we will not assume that the free parameters D and T0 of equation (26) are 

the same as those of pure water. The other fraction corresponds to water 

which is tightly bound within polymer structures and to macro molecular 

surfaces. Because this water is bound, we assume it to scatter elastically. 

The contribution from these scatterers to the quasielastic spectrum should be 

an extremely narrow peak at zero energy transfer. The total scattering law 

can thus be written as combination of the "bound” and "free" contributions: 

26 
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. r/i. 
S(QI>°) = ASCVO) 

(39) 

{»'~+ (TAŸ) 
where A is proportional to the number of bound protons and B is proportional 

to the "free" water fraction. 

TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL DIFFUSION MODELS 

We have used a Chudley-Elliot jump diffusion model to describe the 

translational self-diffusion of water. In this model a water molecule is 

"trapped" in an equilibrium position by the surrounding molecules and makes 

oscillatory motions as in a solid. After a time T, the molecule "jumps" to a 

new position and the process is then repeated. 

The following form for the scattering law is obtained: 

_ i Q) 
= it CfcaVrt 

(40) 

wUuu (c& = * \ ) 

where D^ is the translational diffusion coefficient and T is the residence 

time. (Details of the derivation of S(Q,w) and f(Q) can be found in the 

Theory section). 

Even though this model does not take into account the rotational motion 

of the water molecules, it gives for pure water a value for D^ that agrees 

well with NMR data. Springer suggests that perhaps the rotational motions 

are so slow that the molecule performs many translational steps before it 
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rotates so that the linewidth is determined primarily by the translational 

motion. 

This is not true for some heterogeneous systems (such as Artemia cysts 

and the 36% polyox-in-water solution) in which "free" water exhibits a 

reduced translational diffusion coefficient. The translational line becomes 

narrower than the spectrometer resolution so that it is included as part of 

the "bound" water fraction in our analysis. The resulting "free" part will be 

rotationally broadened with a width of rr+[\ (see eq. 38). 

The rotational motion of water molecules may be described by a simple 

diffusion model whereby a molecule, starting at some orientation XKO) at time 

t=0, performs small diffusive steps until, at some time later, the molecule 

assumes a new orientation , HOD, which is uncorrelated with the previous 

orientation, H(t=0). The self-correlation function is assumed to satisfy an 

angular diffusion equation from which one obtains the scattering laws 

(Details of the derivation can be found in the Theory section). 

CONVOLUTED SCATTERING LAWS 

The previous scattering laws are "ideal" i.e., those expected if the 

xDr 
(41) 

spectrometer had perfect resolution. In practice, the measured lineshape is a 

convolution of the "ideal" scattering law with the spectrometer resolution. 
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The spectrometer resolution was determined by measuring the scattering 

from vanadium. Vanadium was used because it scatters neutrons almost 

entirely incoherently and, in the solid state, elastically. The data are fit 

with a single Gaussian which gives a FWHM of .02772 Thz (.011 meV). 

Figure 3 shows the raw data and a plot of a Gaussian (FWHM=.02772 THz) 

plus a linear background which we use to fit the data. 

In addition to the convoluted scattering law, the total fitting function 

will include a constant background and a contribution from the inelastic 

spectrum. Various methods have been used to determine empirically the 

inelastic spectrum; Irish (18) et. aL have assumed that the ice spectrum 

represents the inelastic scattering of water near 0®C. Our analysis fits the 

inelastic part and the background with a straight line, and this seems to give 

satisfactory results for chi-squared. 

A general form for the total fitting function is: 

F(w) = * t> + Gcv>) a-Scw1) (42) 

where mw+b represents the background scattering and GM*SM is the 

convolution of the spectrometer resolution with the scattering law. 
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DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 

PURE WATER 

A summary of pure water data will be given in this section since they 

will be referred to frequently. Data on pure water were taken by 

Trantham, and a plot of linewidth versus Q-squared is given in figure 4. 

For a molecular liquid such as water, the line broadening will be due to 

the translational and rotational motion of individual molecules. In our 

analysis, we ignore the effect of rotational broadening in pure water. The 

success of this approach can be best explained by considering the convolution 

of the translational and rotational scattering laws (eq. 38). This scattering 

law consists of a sum of Lorentzians: one of width I*, another of width 

rr+r*. and higher order terms which are neglected. For small O, the 

amplitude of the rotationally broadened line (2^ term in eq. 38) is small in 

comparison to the amplitude of the translational line so that a single 

Lorentzian fit gives a width of T*. For high Q, the translational line 

becomes broadened so that the widths of the two lines are comparable. 

Fitting the observed line, which has two Lorentzian components, with a 

single Lorentzian gives a translational linewidth for pure water that is 
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somewhat larger than the actual value by -«4-15%, depending on Q (19). 

Thus, the full fitting function is of the form: 

Fcvu) = ww-tb + * LO4) 

u;Ker« !_(.**>) * fl7" Vcvo^r^ 
(43) 

The expression for the linewidth, Ht, is: 

H* * Q MI (44) 

where is the translational diffusion coefficient and T is the time between 
A e 2 

jumps. A fit to the versus Q data gives Dt=2.37 x 10 cm /sec and 

T=l.3 x 10“12sec. 

POLYOX 

Poly(ethylene oxide) has a substantial amount of covalently bonded 

hydrogen (12% by weight, or a number fraction of 57%) which will contribute 

to the total scattering spectrum. Since we are interested only in the 

scattering from the water hydrogens, it is necessary to subtract the 

contribution of the covalently bonded hydrogens. Deuterium has a small 

cross section compared to *H, so the scattering spectrum of a DjOpolyox 

solution will be due mostly to the covalently bonded hydrogens (To calculate 

the percent scattering from each element we multiply its incoherent cross 
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section by its number fraction and divide by the total scattering from all 

elements. For the 33.43% polyox-DjO solution, the percent scattering from 

the polyox hydrogens is 90.5% and for the 18.35% solution it is 81%). We 

assume that the percent scattering from the polyox hydrogens is 100% and 

subtract the measured D^O spectrum from the total scattering spectrum to 

give the water contribution. 

The fitting function for the DjO-polyox gel data is of the form: 

FcvO- + b + A*Grtw) •+ B^GtCw) * Lew) 

where m +b represents the background, A*G(*>) represents the scattering due 

to the covalently bonded hydrogens and B*G(*>)*LM is the convolution of a 

Lorentzian with the spectrometer resolution and represents a contribution of 

unknown origin which may be due to the motion of the polymer chains. 

The Gaussian and Lorentzian curves obtained from the fit of the DjO 

data represent the scattering from the polymer hydrogens and are used as 

fixed input parameters when fitting the polyox-water data. In addition to 

the scattering from the polymer hydrogens, there will be a Gaussian 

contribution due to the bound water hydrogens and a Lorentzian contribution 

from the "free" water molecules. The total fitting function for the 

water-polyox gels is thus: 

Fbo) =* ww + b + A'Gr(w) 4 C-Go*) + 

where L 6o) and L (w>) are the solid and water Lorentzians, respectively, and s w 

A and B are determined from the polyox-DjO gel data. 

Data were taken of the 20% polyox-DjO and 20% polyox-water gels at 
• «1 * —1 

Q's of 1.4 A and 1.9 A to supplement previous work done by Trantham. 
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The linewidth of the polyox-water gel at Q=1.4 Â”* shows a slight deviation 

from the pure water curve and seems to be consistent with previous data 

(Fig. 5). For Q=1.9 A , the quasielastic peak is broad and shallow and is 

consequently difficult to separate from the background. Thus, the error bars 

are rather large for this data point. 

The curves in this figure are fit with a function of the form 

f(Q)=2f>DtQ2/(l+D^:Q2). A fixed value for Dt(=1.44 x 10-5 cm2/sec = .61D£), 

obtained from NMR data and a model for obstructed water motion developed 

by Rorschach and Hazelwood (15), is used in the fitting routine. The solid 

curve represents a fit for which T is a varied parameter in the fitting 

—12 
routine and the fit for the dashed curve uses a fixed T=2.16 x 10 sec 

which gives an average jump distance the same as that of pure water 

(<12> =1.85 x 10~^cm2). Since the diffusion coefficient of the 20% gel is 

close to that of pure water, we have neglected the rotational broadening in 

both fits. 

Data for the 36% polyox gel were taken at 5 Q-values (.7, 1.0, 1.2, 

1.5, and 1.9 A”*) and a plot of linewidth versus Q-squared is shown in figure 

6. In this case, we have included rotational motion in our analysis and have 

fit the data with a function of the form f(0)=2hDt0
2/(l+D^CQ2) + Pr. A 

translational diffusion coefficient, Dt, of 7.819 x 10 cm /sec (=.33D*) is 

used in the fitting routine, from which one obtains a non-zero value for Dr 

(TP(Q=0)=.133 meV). This additional broadening can be attributed to the 

rotational motion of the water for which rr=.133 meV and 

D =7.98 x 109+ 2.27 x lO^ec'1. r Table 2 summarizes the results. 
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TABLE 2 

36% POLYOX RESULTS 

2fiDt=.1029 Dt=7.819 x 10-5cm2/sec (=.33 D*) 

TDt=.7636 r=8.55 x 10*12sec (=7.13T.) 

4D =.1330 D =7.98 x 109sec_1 (=.099 DM p r o 

D*=translational diffusion coefficient for pure water 

T«=residence time for pure water 

D^=rotational diffusion coefficient for pure water (20) 

A comparison of the 36% polyox data with a fit to the brine shrimp 

data is shown in figure 6. One sees that the two curves are very similar 

(the brine shrimp curve fits the polyox data with a chi-squared of 2.92). 

The brine shrimp data gives a rotational and translational diffusion 

coefficient and residence time,T, very close to that of the 36% polyox. 

The close agreement between the brine shrimp and polyox data indicates 

that water structure and motion in the two systems may be similar as is 

their proportion of solids to water. 

As mentioned previously, a Q-scan of the DjO-polyox gel is done in 

order to subtract from the total spectrum that portion which is due to the 

covalently-bonded hydrogens. However, we have not yet done such a scan 

for the 36% geL Data for subtraction purposes were extrapolated from data 

of a 20% DgO-polyox gel taken earlier by Trantham. We assumed that, for 

the same Q, the linewidths of the 36% gel spectra would be the same as 
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those of the 20% spectra and that the peak intensities of the 36% gel 

spectra would be increased by a factor equal to the ratio of the number of 

polyox hydrogens in the 36% solution to the number of polyox hydrogens in 

the 20% solution. This data extrapolation is not necessarily correct and the 

subtraction method introduces sizable errors as reflected by the error bars in 

figure 6. In fact, we were unable to fit the quasielastic peak for Q=1.9 A 

because the estimated scattering from the polyox hydrogens was nearly equal 

to that of the entire 36% water-poly ox sample. 

BRINE SHRIMP 

Previous QNS work on brine shrimp done by Trantham includes studies 

of the Debye-Waller factor, the hydration fraction, and the Lorentzian 
2 

linewidth as a function of O . The linewidth studies show that the widths of 

the "free” water Lorentzians deviate significantly from the pure water widths 

at the same Q. He concludes that the diffusion coefficient of water in the 

brine shrimp is substantially reduced from that of pure water and that the 

residence time is nearly three times that of pure water (6). 
o 

Our data were taken at low Q (0.5 A ) in order to test the predictions 

of equation (38) for rotational contribution to the linewidth. We performed 

two experiments: one with improved resolution designed to measure narrow 

linewidths and another which sacrificed some resolution in favor of a higher 

count rate for better statistics. 
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To improve the resolution, both collimators were changed from 20 to 10 

minutes of arc and the graphite analyzer crystal was replaced by a 

germanium crystal which had roughly one-half the mosaic spread (.22). 

Dr. R. M. Nicklow, our professional contact at Oak Ridge, calculated the 

linewidth to be .016 THz and calculated that the neutron count rate would 

decrease by a factor of 7. The improved resolution experiment was run for 

5 days, but a sufficient count rate was not attained. 

The other experiment was run for the same length of time with a 

measured spectrometer resolution of .02772 THz. This run yielded a peak 

which we were able to fit well. The measured linewidth is approximately 

equal to the resolution width and the count rate is sufficiently high so that 

the error in the linewidth was rather small (.03292 ± .0031 THz). The 

fitting function is of the forms 

F(Wl * W\ w + b + A + S' (r CWl W L(S»>) (47) 

where A*G(w) represents the scattering due to solids and bound water and 

B*G(W)*LM represents the scattering due to "free" water. 

As was mentioned previously, the translational width is very narrow so 

that it will be included as part of the bound water (the Gaussian term). The 

Lorentzian line will be a fit to the second term of the convoluted scattering 

law (eq. 38) with a width Tr+P*. At low 0, the translational linewidth 

reduces to: 

r; s a* D, a1 (48) 

whereas the rotational linewidth, fV, is independent of Q and equals 4Dr* A 

fit of the Lorentzian linewidth to the function 
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f(Q)=2hDtQ2/(l+D^TQ2) + ft gives for a value 

Dr=6.42 x 109 ± 1.44 x 109see~* (fig. 7). The results of the fit 

summarized on table 3. 

TABLE 3 

BRINE SHRIMP RESULTS 

2fiDt=.07957 Dt=6.046 x 10~5cm2/s (=D*/3.97) 

TDt=.3506 T =5.799 x 10"12sec (=4.83Ta) 

|>4D =.10970 D =6.42 x 10sec-1 (=.079 DM r r o 

D*= translational diffusion coefficient for pure water 

~C0= residence time for pure water 

D*= rotational diffusion coefficient for pure water 
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CONCLUSION 

The QNS data presented in this thesis, combined with previous QNS and 

NMR data, help shed some light on the structure and dynamics of water in 

hydrated brine shrimp cysts and polyox gels. 

For the hydrated (1.2 g liquid/g solid) cysts, we find that the 

microscopic translational diffusion coefficient is reduced by a factor of 3.97, 

in good agreement with Tanner'S value of 3.5 using pulsed NMR. We also 

find that the residence time, T, is 5 times that of pure water 

•12 (1.3 x 10 sec) indicating a more structured "free" water fraction. The 

brine shrimp data also show a large rotational contribution to the line 

broadening. The measured rotational diffusion coefficient, Dr, is 

6.42 x 10®sec“*. 

The diffusion parameters for the 36% polyox solution are similar to 

those of the brine shrimp (see table 4). The results for the fit to the 20% 

polyox data are not as good, but it is evident that the translational diffusion 

coefficient is close to that of pure water and the effect of rotational 

broadening is negligible. 

42 
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TABLE 4 

A COMPARISON OF BRINE SHRIMP AND 36% POLYOX RESULTS 

Brine shrimp 36% polyox 

Dt=7.819 x l(f5cm2/s 

T=8.55 x 10”12s 

Dp=7.98 x loV1 

Dt=6.046 x l(f5cm2/s 

T =5.799 x 10’12s 

Dr=6.42 x loV1 

The model used to describe the physical state of the water is a 

two-phase bound-free model, which is probably oversimplified. The water 

which we have indicated as "free” in both the brine shrimp and polyox 

samples has a microscopic translational diffusion coefficient lower than that 

of pure water. This indicates that perhaps the interaction between the 

water and the solid components of the systems extends far beyond the first 

few layers of water molecules, or that no water is very far from a polymer 

surface. Then, the quasielastic peak which we fit with a single Lorentzian 

may actually be a sum of Lorentzians, each corresponding to a particular 

water structure phase of which there may be many. 

The jump-diffusion model which we use to describe the translational 

water motion does not necessarily represent the actual water behavior. 

However, we are unable to determine the scattering law directly from the 

quasielastic peak, so we are limited to assuming a theoretical model and 

comparing it with experimental results. The jump-diffusion model is a 

reasonable choice for water, and the expression it gives for the scattering 
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law fits our data very well. This argument applies to our treatment of the 

rotational motion as well. 

In future experiments, we hope to further characterize the microscopic 

structure and dynamics of bulk water and water in biological systems. In 

order to do so we need to: 

1) Use deuterated polyox as a model system thus making subtraction of 

the covalently bonded hydrogens unneces- sary. This will enable us to 

measure the quasielastic peaks of the water directly and avoid the 

difficulties associated with our present method of subtraction. 

2) Investigate the effects of multiple scattering using a 

computer-simulated Monte-Carlo algorithm developed by J. D. Copley 

(21). Scattering from more than one hydrogen can alter the widths and 

amplitudes of the quasielastic peaks. Calculations by Trantham (6) show 

a 10% increase in width (nearly independent of Q) and up to a 30% 

variation in amplitude (dependent on 0) due to multiple scattering. We 

need to investigate multiple scattering effects at 0=0.5 in order to 

insure that the extrapolation of the width to Q*0 is not strongly 

influenced by multiple scattering effects. 

3) Empirically investigate the effects of multiple scattering by doing 

an experimental study of the quasi- elastic linewidth and amplitude as a 

function of sample thickness. This would allow us to make comparisons 

with the Monte-Carlo calculations which use a slightly different 

geometry than the actual experimental geometry. 
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE ROTATIONAL SCATTERING LAW 

AND THE ROTATIONAL RELAXATION FUNCTION 

The assumption that the incident neutrons do not excite any vibrational 

modes in the water molecules gives: 

|<$*5W>| = <34 (Al) 

where ld(t)l is the H-H separation distance at time t. Expanding 

exp(iQ-(<Kt)-d(0))) as a double series of spherical harmonics we get: 

^vQ.cJfcttWl-t) £-Va'5fc> _ 

- 2 J; W-fO^i4 Uad) tfon) (A2) 

where 0(t), 0(t) is a point on a unit sphere which locates the position of the 

proton relative to the center of the water molecule at a time t. The 

intermediate rotational scattering function may be written: 

I,C$.t)= <ei5'c*t,'Sftn> t 

jya^jVi./^cc.rt y,_ 0(o) 43. Asi* 

From the orthogonality of spherical harmonics, Ip(Q,t) is non-zero only for 

1=1*. Therefore, 
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'At f<0d) 
* V** (6^ J#ct>) Yr* ^ ce)) ^51 eta, 

(A4) 

The addition theorem states: 

(A5) 

where 0, <p and &\ ft' are two points on the unit sphere and °< is the angle 

subtended by these two points at the center of the sphere. Thus, 

X(3, t)=4ir j/Güvn.,-t).£ 'h^JAASL. 
, . . ^ , , (A6) 

From geometry, Co$ot « CoSôtO CoS -t sin @C*)Sin GCo)CoS (^5C0-^Ccd) 

^ (JtCoS*) = CO>5©C^ (Coi^Co)i 

+ 2Jî 71^! Pr<“56lrii'YVosefoO-<pwi] (A7) 

When averaged over <f>, the second term vanishes. Therefore, 

rr(Qj^ * ^ J((r C&, A>fO 2, (i£* O1 -JÎ (Q«0 (Co S#ct)) P* CeosÔCoft £si&Sl6 

* CZ£+0<P*CCoSefcO) Pt(£aSÔCO))> 

(A8) 

= <joxC$4) + 2,(L4+0 -j/WcO 

W kCre FjCO - C2&+ 0 <PtCû>S0O£H ^tCoS0Co>Y> 

Take the time Fourier transform of lr(0,t) to obtain Sp(Q,*>). 

= XNkOScv^ Ça^OXCcM'f^ <A9) 
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For simple diffusion, the correlation function, F^d), is obtained by 

solving the angular diffusion equation: 

where An. is the angular Laplacian. The result for the correlation function is 

The equation for simple rotatinal diffusion is derived by using 

analogies to translational Brownian diffusion. Let J(G)dt be the number of 

particles which in time t traverse the angle il. Then a phenomenonlogical 

law analogous to Fick's first law for simple translational diffusion may be 

written: 

where G(fl,t)d is the molecular density of particles with an angular 

orientation between il and il+dfl. Combining this with the continuity 

equation, 

(A10) 

F*(t)=exp(-l(l+l)Drt) (see below ). 

’
1
4TT (' 

(All) 

Taking the physically meaningful part, we get: 

(A12) 

(A13) 

è G cn,-fc> [ 
it 1SL ^-11 I -t (A14) 
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one obtains the diffusion equation fop simple (Brownian) rotational diffusion. 

^GrCii,*) _ ^ a*Gca,-t) 

l± ~ ** 
(A15) 

If we write G(û,t) as a product of 2 functions 

(A16) 

then the diffusion equation gives: 

a-~- Cûco.) Tw) =D, An. CQ.CJ1) Tit)) 

-ÛW 
g)Tlt) 
at = Dr TU) 

â Oil 

0XIi_ 
(A17) 

where Aa= is the angular Laplacian. Separating variables, we get: 

1 3Xi-t) J_ 
DrTci> Z>~b XLCSL) 

Setting each side of the equation equal to a separation constant of value 

-1(1+1), we obtain for the time-dependent part,"C(t), 

arc-tl , -T>r t If-t i) Trtl 
2>~t 

e.-bM+b* (A19) 

The time dependence of the correlation function, G(fl,t), is found in the 

rotational relaxation functions Fj(t)= (t). Therefore, 

Çt-rt = e~x>'ue*'i± 
(A2Q) 



APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF THE DATA AND FITS TO THE DATA 

The data were fit by a computer program written by Trantham which 

uses Marquardt's algorithm for least square fits. The program can fit data 

with a constant plus a linear background and any combination of a Gaussian 

and two convoluted Gaussian-Lorentzians. Initial guesses for the constant 

and linear background, the height of the Gaussian1, and the height and width 
2 

of the Lorentzian are supplied by the user. The program varies these 

parameter guesses until a minimum of Chi-squared in parameter space is 

reached, and the final converged parameters are printed out. 

The data taken by the author are listed in the following text. Data 

were taken of 35.83% and 20% polyox-water gels, 18.35% polyox-DjO gels 

and brine shrimp as well as a vanadium resolution scan. 

Along with each data set are listed the results of the fit to that data. 

The parameter values are written in scientific notation and are followed on 

the same line by a number in brackets which represents the error in the 

parameter value. An error of O.OE+OO indicates that the parameter was not 

varied during the fit. Listed below are the parameter names and a 

description of each. 

The width of the Gaussian is fixed at the resolution value so only the 
height is varied. 

2 
The D^O-polyox, Artemia, and pure water data are fit with single 
Lorentzians. The water-polyox data are fit with two Lorentzians, one of 
which has a fixed height and width. 

51 
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NAME DESCRIPTION 

BACKGRND Constant part of the background 

BKGSLOPE Slope of the linear part of the background 

RESOLUTN Resolution linewidth of the spectrometer 

ZERO Energy value of zero energy transfer. This 

parameter is non-zero because of an 

observed assymetry in the quasielastic peak 

GAUSSO Amplitude of a Gaussian with the resolution 

linewidth used to fit the bound water 

LORENTZ1 Amplitude of the "free" water Lorentzian 

LORENTZ2 Amplitude of the Lorentzian used to fit the 

covalently bonded hydrogens 

GAMMA2 Linewidth of LORENTZ2 

GAUSS1 amplitude of the Gaussian used to fit the 

vanadium scan 

ALPHA1 Linewidth of GAUSS1 



APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF COHERENT AND INCOHERENT CROSS 

SECTIONS 

r.= position of j— sèatterer 

r = position of scattered neutron 

kQ= momentum vector of incident 

neutron 

In the above schematic of a scattering process, the incident neutron 

beam is represented by a plane wave 

$)(r: r) = e - e (ci) 

The wavefunction of a neutron scattered by a potential, V, satisfies the wave 

equation 

(C2) 

where 

(C3) 

g)(r) is an outgoing spherical wave and f(©,0) is the scattering amplitude. 

2 2 2 
Writing the energy, E, as -fi k /2m and letting U=2mV/fi , the wave equation 

becomes: 

(V1* (C4) 
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Consider the integral equation for Ÿ of the form: 

Y^r) - +]"^Cr»r') Ucr') ^ 

jf*'] _ 'Cxp C i Ito ( f"r/0 

g(r,r’) is the Green’s function and satisfies 

(C5) 

(V* * &;) gc?,r') = <Scr-rO (C6) 

Operating on both sides of equation (C5) with (V^+k^) and using equation (C6) 

we find that Y(r) is a solution to the wave equation. 

To show that g(r,r’) satisfies equation (C3), we expand |r-rM in powers 

°f r* |f-ît/lz= Cr-r* * Y'- f; -2 lr11r'l cos©)*72' 

* Cr* + r1' - 2r/Cr^/)V/i 

- r - r'C%)<ZZ<£Î3Ï + 0(^ 
r (C7) 

e ifeoCr-r'-n 

r 
€;>ur -ih.r'.r 
W r 

In other words, g(f,P) satisfies the condition that, for large r, the scattered 

wave can be represented by an outgoing spherical wave. 

The initial wavevector, kQ, has a magnitude 11<01 and lies along the z 

axis. The final wavevector also has magnitude kQ but lies in the direction 

of the scattered neutrons, r. So, kpkQr and, by energy conservation, 

k,= k . Therefore, 
I o 

3 (?,?•> - r 

elfeor r' 
>f1ïr (C8) 

Substitute this into the integral equation (C5) to obtain: 

Y(r) t 
£*.K6f- r -J. _ 

+ ^ j lAtrO '/'Cr') dr' 
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=s> Vcf")df (C9) 

Substituting the Fermi pseudo-potential, V(r’)=2tffi^a./ni S(r’-fj), where Tj is the 

position vector of the j**1 nucleus and 8j is its scattering length, and using 

the Born approximation to write Ÿ as ^(r')=exp(jk-r’), we have for i(9,0) 

fie>p) - ~j!r a) Scf,-n>cfc8*'r dr4 

* 
(CIO) 

where c5=kf*£0 is the scattering wavevector. Summing over all lattice sites 

in the scatterer, we gets 

-frCB.p) - Z Oi e‘l^; 

(Cll) 

» 2^ e4S'^> 
if J 

Ensemble average over all possible distributions of aj to get: 

% -§ <^> 
(C12) 

•-J 

(C13) 

If we assume that the scattering lengths of the i**1 and j**1 nuclei are 

uncorrelated, then 

io-tkrt = K«>l* + Sii{<Wl*>-l<a>l*l 

Therefore, 

ëS = |<«>j* + X \<(K>\X) 
{j £ 

= l«>ll l£e;,!'?i ll «■ M(<WI*> -I*»!
1

} 
i 

I 
* lit C|5.)fok + ^ 

(Cl 4) 
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The coherent part represents scattering from different nuclei and gives rise 

to interference effects. The incoherent part contains only terms i=j and 

there is no interference. 
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